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1 nomination. See more awards » Summary of the Edit Series award submitted: Dante Basco ...  Jake Long 55 episodes, 2005-2007 Charlie Finn ...  Spud / ... 47 episodes, 2005-2007 kittie KaBoom ...  Trixie Carter / ... 47 episodes, 2005-2007 Keone Young ...  Jake's grandfather/ ... 45
episodes, 2005-2007 John DiMaggio ...  Fu Dog / ... 43 episodes, 2005-2007 Jeff Bennett ...  Jake's father/ ... 37 episodes, 2005-2007 Amy Bruckner ...  Haley Long / ... 26 episodes, 2005-2007 Matt Nolan ...  Brad 25 episodes, 2005-2007 Paul Rugg ...  Professor Rotwood / ... 25 episodes,
2005-2007 Lauren Tom ...  Susan Long / ... 25 episodes, 2005-2007 More Edit From Jeff Goode, creator of the hit MTV Unasuth, reveals the hilarious, fantastical action adventures of Disney's American Dragon: Jake Long. It's an upcoming action/comedy about an Asian-American boy



trying to strike a balance in his life as a skateboarding New York teenager, who is also trusted by the mystical power of an American dragon, the guardian of all the magical creatures who secretly live in the middle of the human world. The series is in the production series Walt Disney
Television Animation. It's a great comedy/action show that I think you and all the other Disney animation fans will really like. And that's a little different than what Disney did before. It's a 22-minute story that's a different form of storytelling for us. - Jeff Goode Wrote a valeryaa90@yahoo.it
Summary of the Plot | Add synopsis animation | Action | Comedy | Family | Fantasy Certificate: Check out all the certificates » Guide to Parents: View Content Advice » Edit Dante Basco and Mae Whitman both stars in Avatar: The Last Airbender (2005). More » In several episodes, rose's
dragon birthmark completely disappears from the arm and wrist. See more » [recurring line] Jake Long: Dragon up! More » The Chosen One Written by Billy Lincoln, Kat Green and Michael Gurley In Mavin (Season 1) See more » User Ratings American Dragon: Jake LongLilo &amp; Stitch:
Natsu Dragneel Series from Elves Tail Good-hearted, Heroic, Shaved, Impatient, Coke, Selfless, Odana, Kind, Unreheduced, Elusive, Lying, Firm Vitak, Short, Fair skin, shimmering black hair with green strand StudentMagical ProtectorDragon Student of Lao Shi How to protect the magical
bica i world using your dragon force Arthur Spudinski, Trixie Carter, Rose (friend), Sun Park, Sara i Kara, Silver, Jasmine, Lilo Pelekai, Stitch, Fred Nerk, Nigel Thrall (sometimes), Veronica, Shark People, The Witchs of Woodstock, Morpholomew, T.J.. Detweiler, Vince LaSalle, Ashley
Spinelli, Gretchen Grundler, Mikey Blumberg, Gus Griswald The Huntsman, Huntsgirl, (former), Huntsclan , Dark Dragon, Saint Chang, Bananas B., Shade Demons, Hans Rotwood, Brad Morton, Eli Excelsior Pandarus, Captain Gantu, Dr. Hämsterviel, Reuben, #88 & #89, Jasmine,
Chimera, Jersey Devil, Guardian Snake, Kumo, Hairball Monsters, Queen Liliana, Blobzilla, Krylock Demon, Strigoi, King Hammer, Sigmund Brock, Pooka Pooka, Olivia Mears Hanging with Trixie and Spud, squealing, beat-boxing, magic bica, slead little girls How to hurt him, his dragon's
duzness makes him feel comfortable, his parents shame him, he shows up and he humiliates him, Rotwood makes him a hard-working Haley life. , the bad as dragon form morph, fire breath, power, shapeshifting, duplication, years, enhanced senses Continue your life as an American
dragon and returns along with rose dragon up!!! Tell Whaaaa? Aw man!!! Holla! Jake Long is the title protagonist of the animated series American Dragon: Jake Long. Jake's background lives with his parents Jonathan and Susan and younger sister Haley Long in New York. A descendant of
the family of magic dragons, his best friends are the fejst Trixie Carter and the naokod of the insected Artur Spud Spudinski. Before his 13th birthday, Jake began to get a glimpse of his dragon heritage. For example, i.e., i.e While the younger one inadvertently sworoded the fire during a
race with Brad Morton at Camp Mugwomp for the Mugwomp Cup, he was scared to squeeze over the log to fall face-first into the mud, losing the race. [1] On his 13th birthday, his magical abilities fully emerged and he was set to protect the underground magical community that exists in his
city and around the world. Due to the emergence of his dragon powers, he was also the first official magic keeper of America; An American dragon. Under the training of his grandfather, Lao Shi, and his animal keeper Fu Dog, Jake would be taught by the methods of his dragon skills, and in
his duties as a magical guardian. Because of his youth and still in training, his territorial home base was initially limited primarily to the New York area. But whenever he's anywhere else in America, such as the forests of New Jersey while camping with his father, his authority extends to
these other areas, as he is destined to become a representative dragon for the whole country. At first, he thought the Magic Power inheritance would be cool, but instead, jake's responsibilities as an American dragon made his grades leak. He couldn't spend as much time skateboarding with
his friends as he used to, and he got tired of Lao Shi's training techniques. He wished he was just a man, but he had to deal with it no matter what. Although Jake is still in the early stages of training to be an American dragon, his fate includes being a guardian, protector, and champion of
magical creatures who secretly live together with people in and around New York, and eventually the rest of the country. Among them are unicorns at the heart of Trolls on Wall Street, gargoyles nesting on the Empire State Building, the Triborough Troll Bridge, the mystical community
between NOHO and SOHO, and sirens in the East River. According to his grandfather, the Great New York is the territory of an American dragon, and if he can get here, he can get anywhere. But this means that Jake must figure out how to control his newly awakened dragon abilities such
as fire breathing, flying, and shape-shifting; to carry out its duties. Meanwhile, grandpa needs to figure out how to decipher his hip-hop grandson's colloquial language style. Jake lives in West Brownstone at 182 Shorn Eagle Dr.[2] His father, a human businessman, is completely unaware
that he married in a family of dragons. Jake's mother is a professional caterer who is also a dragon, except that she is locked up, which means she is unable to transform or use typical dragon skills, as they often can skip a generation. Jake tries to ignore his brilliant but imagining younger
sister Haley, a violent dragon, to no avail. Jake's Dragon Master is his wise grandfather and former Chinese Dragon, who upon arrival in the US set up an electronics store on Canal Street and took Jake under his wing. Despite the generational gap, Grandpa patiently trains Jake to master
the foundations of being a dragon, unlocks his potential, and that will be timely for his lessons. Grandpa's assistant, the not-so-patient Fu Dog, acts like Jake's animal custod.... Jake initially comes as mediocre, laid-back, and flirtatious at times a teenager who struggles to present himself as
the cool king, and to a certain extent is pretty cool. It is often demonstrated by his tendency to stick to new events and styles, or personal interests such as video games, popular music, extreme sports, and hot girls. It turns out jake has a special passion for skateboarding and he's very
smolean about it. Unfortunately, more often than not, Jake has a tendency to be stubborn and sometimes insurmogent, and both of them usually come back and end up biting him. In his day-to-day life he often looks for shortcuts and usually pays the price for it when he doesn't think about it.
Although, in Jake's defense, the responsibilities he has proved to be quite great. Another mistake in Jake's character is that he occasionally loses the focus of the task at hand, but usually regains it when it needs to be done. There are also times when Jake is far too cocky and a bit too quick
to jump into action, which is often twisted, especially when dealing with opponents who are smarter than giving them credit. Fortunately, though, when all is said and done, Jake turns out to be a very responsible teenager, he is always quick to admit when he is the one who is guilty and
always takes it on himself to put things on no matter what. It has also turned out to be very inventive when it needs to be, often drawing out several plans and strategies on the fly and knows when to use grandpa's lessons when they need them. It turns out that Jake takes deep care of those
around him, but he's not always sensitive to other people's feelings. He once spoke out against Father Jonathan, for example, which made Jonathan feel a little hurt. He turns out to have a long-term rivalry with his little sister Haley, and totally hates it when Haley lords his accomplishments
over him and makes him look inferioable by comparison. Despite Jake's trouble with Haley, it seems he wouldn't hesitate for a moment to help her when she needs it. Jake is sometimes at odds with his grandfather, but it still seems he has nothing but respect for Lao Shi. He had a very
close connection with his animal guardian, Fu Dog. Jake only has loyalty to his friends, Trixie and Spuda. Sometimes Trixie and Spud often quickly inform Jake when his actions aren't always right, but there are times when they agree and allow Jake's actions to play out. Jake also revealed
that he has great confidence in his friends almost everything, including his own secret. Finally, the person Jake cares most about is Rose. On one occasion, it was suggested that he cared more about her than his life. While many of his colleagues thought Jake was making a mistake by
shaken into it, mainly because she was also Huntsgirl, Jake still fully trusted his love interest, mainly because she once had the perfect opportunity to kill him, but she still broke through it. Jake initially had trouble leaving Rose, but it seemed clear that he really wanted to move on. Although
when it's all said and done, Jake loves Rose more than anything, and he would never let anything happen to her. It may seem that Jake is a little superficial, but the truth is that he put some stock into the person's general personality more than he does their appearance. In a human
appearance, Jake is mediocre but short for his age teenager with black, laced hair with green highlights, a red jacket, blue cargo shorts, and grey shoes. At first,[3][4] Jake wears a dark navy suit with a red suit shirt, yellow necklace and black and white shoe dress. Sometimes,[5][6][7][8]
Jake wears a purple-black tuxedo. When it's in dragon form, it looks like a tall, muscular, red dragon with wings, a yellow chest and green spikes at the back. His hair remains the same in his dragon form. In season two, his design changes drastically, his dry and darker red edi.au. His
appearance is more into the darkness with his heritage. Dragon heritage powers and abilities: Jake has countless naps from their race. As he starts his career, he still teaches them, and those powers improve over time. Shapeshifting: Jake can change between human and dragon shapes
by his will, and at the beginning of the series he initially had trouble transforming himself into a dragon shape, as he was only partially able to transform himself, but Jake was eventually able to completely transform himself into his dragon shape. Fire breath: In its human and dragon forms,
Jake can breathe fire. Superhuman Power: In its dragon form, Jake has superpower. It can lift heavy objects (10-20 tons), crushes stone with fists, bends steel rods or rips iron chains with your hands. Superhuman Senses: In its dragon form, Jake has superstiuous senses. Flight: In its
dragon form, Jake is able to fly, and once flew up to 299 mph to avoid being hit by a flying boulder going 300 mph. Duplication: Jake can make more energy clones of himself; Although, the more clones he creates, the physically weaker he becomes, but when Jake reabsorbs his clone(s),
his physical strength will return to normal. Skilful skateboarding: Even before he inherited his dragon powers, Jake is a highly skilled skateboarder and usually glide wherever he goes. Trixie Carter Trixie's relationship is like a sister to Jake. As much as she can be a nuisance, she does it to
protect her friends. Jake realizes that and appreciates it. Their relationship progresses over time as they become more like siblings. Arthur Spudinski Spud is a genius. Although he sometimes acts like a great idiot, he's a loyal friend and a huge asset to Jake's efforts to protect the magical
world. He is highly qualified to break in and can hack anything on any computer, although he prefers to use his own. Rose Jake fell in love with Rose as soon as he first bumped into him, but for a long time he stayed a little more rude around her and didn't actually say anything intelligent
when she was in her presence, even though Rose was nothing but kind to him. When Jake once heard Rose openly express affection for him, he tried to express his feelings under the false impression that he was talking about him. But when Jake found out that he misunderstood the
conversation and Rose was just a fangirl about the singer, he immediately tried to cover up his comment and apparently didn't have a real conversation with Rose since; Although Jake irresponsibly used his powers to change shape to recap for singer Rose, who fainted, that didn't end well.
[9] The relationship certainly got better when Jake tried to invite Rose to the school dance. By then, she had already been asked to go with Brad, which prompted Jake to go with someone else, but when Brad stole Jake's date and let Rose sit alone, Jake immediately comforted her and
shared the dance instead. [3] As He later pointed out that we had not seen or talked since that day, but when he found out he was playing a leading role in the play, he saw it as an opportunity to kiss her by auditioning for male leadership. He got the part, but because of the interference of
the magical Scarab, who guarded him and/or his own jitters, he actually failed to get to the part where he kissed her. [10] In the end, at trixie's invitation, Jake finally invited Rose on a date, and she happily accepted, even though he fainted immediately afterwards. Unfortunately, just when it
seemed that the relationship had reached its best point, and Jake and Rose seconds away from sharing a real kiss, he soon realized that, in fact, Huntsgirl, the enemy has been fighting since he first became an American dragon. [11] It made Jake a little more fright about Rose, even though
it was clear that he still felt for her. So much so that he even tried to persuade her to leave Huntsclan, but to no avail in the meantime. Later, when Rose had a dragon-Jake tied up to kill him, he revealed to her his human form, which made her have to leave before he escaped. [4] At first,
Jake had high hopes that this was a sign that these things would be better for him and Rose, but he was soon informed the next day Rose had passed school, leaving only a picture of himself and Jake behind. That's a long time later, it's been a long time since his desire to find Rose has
become an unheaed obsession. One night, Rose showed up to Jake in a dream to alert him to Huntsclan's conspiracy,[12] but she informed him that she couldn't save her. This only further fueled his desire to find her and even forced him to resort to a teleportation spell that he wavered.
Some time later, Jake finally found Rose at huntsclan training academy, where she was sent back for past failures. [13] After being sent there to New York, where she worked as a double agent in Huntsclan, she and Jake showed obvious signs of affection from the day they kissed and
hugged. At first, Jake wanted to be more intimate with Rose, but because of Huntsman's continued control over her, Rose herself thought it was too dangerous to do so and insisted that they should be away from them. [14] When he wanted to prove that the relationship could work, Jake
determined that they would be partners of a scientific project. The problem, however, was that it happened right when Jake went through his circle of molting, much to his embarrassment. But in the end, Rose comforted Jake about her love for him, not what he looked like. She also gave him
a dream charm, the same type of item she used to enter his dreams to warn him of Huntsman's conspiracy so they could at least dream together. It was like it was a long time, but when it was To make it look like Jake was getting confused about his relationship with Rose, Lao Shi insisted
that Rose break up the relationship for Jake's safety. Rose was initially hesitant, but after a series of events that almost affected Jake,[5] she decided that Lao Shi was right and ended her romantic relationship right there, despite the fact that she was still in love with him. Both Jake and
Rose spent time away from each other because of the breakup, and every time Jake saw Rose, he was hiding, too nervous to go up and talk to her. Regardless, Jake still has feelings for Rose and wanted to find a way to express them in a subtle way. [15] At the time of their daughter's time,
[6] it was revealed that they were at least still friends, and when they were nominated for King and Queen, Jake saw it as another opportunity to resurrect his romance, which he did for a brief moment. But when Huntsman found out about Rose's role as a double agent, he blackmailed her
with her parents' safety, betraying Jake and lureing him to Asteke Skulls. That's why Jake had more heartbreak than ever. In the end, Rose sacrificed Jake and the rest of the magical world by preventing The Hunter from wishing for a wish and instead wanted huntsclane destroyed. In a bid
to save Rose from her terrible fate, Jake used Skulls to wish she was never part of Huntsclan, which gave her a new life. He ran into her the next day, but before he could start over with her, it was revealed that he and his family were moving to Hong Kong and Jake wished her a happy
home daughter. Jake tried to move on after that and even tried to start a romance with Danika. But when his family went on holiday to Hong Kong and the Dark Dragon revealed his plans to take over the magical world, Jake was forced to seek Rose for help and try to remind her of his
former life. Of course, she didn't believe him at first, but when he left her, he also left a picture of them, which began to yoga her memories, which encouraged her to help Jake and the other Dragons. When the threat was over, Rose and Jake shared a winning kiss, and with them, Jake and
Rose reunited, continuing their romantic relationship. Danika Hunnicutt Once Rose went to Hong Kong, Jake took his sights on the swimming team captain, Danika Hunnicutt, a girl who often tried to impress him with his skateboarding tricks. He invited her to a dance that didn't end well, and
then later asked her to be his prom partner. Crossover Gallery The Disney Wiki has a collection of images and media associated with Jake Long. Trivia Jake's title is 182 Shorn Eagle Dr.[2] Jake emerged as a big, western dragon in season 1, then emerged as a maž, an Asian dragon in
season 2. Jake has green stripes in this because he uses an excessive amount of hair gel. In their youth, the green stripes were blue. In season 1, Jake's skateboarder was yellow with a red dragon. In season 2, it was black with the same design and flames at both ends. One or two
spectators noticed that Jake, though they call him an American dragon, is a European dragon, not ammiter, who is the primary dragon in the myths and folklore of the Americas. This is likely to be that amžiteri are virtually unknown in popular culture, so it is likely that the animators have
opted for a more iconic species. Jake's also a Western dragon. Jake is a dictionary example of anthrozil from the book series Dragons in our midst, albeit stronger than any anthrozil in the books. Anthrozil is someone who has one parent of a dragon in human form, and one thoroughbred
human parent. The Chinese word for dragon is long (⿓). Jake's catchphrases are Aw, man! and Dragon up!, the latter says almost every time it turns into a dragon. Although Jake says he developed his dragon powers when he was 13, at the age of 7, when he accidentally smacked a fire
during a race, he showed little strength. Even though Jake's behaving cool, he's willing to do some stupid things to make things right. For example, in season 1, he sings the hilarious love song The Hubba Hubba Hula on national TV to get all gremlins to sleep. [17] Jake and the crew
appeared in Lilo &amp; Stitch: The Series. He came to Kauai for a skateboarding contest. [18] In Dreamscape, his cell phone is white. However, in all other episodes of season 2, his phone is red. His ringing on the phone is a dark song, just speechless. Jake's birthday is from early
February to mid-March, as Pisces. [9] References References
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